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Are You Ready To Really Boost The Conversion Rate Of Your Direct Sales Website And Drive Sales

Through The Roof?  Who Isn't right! Today You can Start Grabbing The Attention Of Your Prospects With

Our Incredible Note Pops Unblockable And Unique Style Popups! Dear Friend, Let's face it, the Internet is

changing at lightening fast speeds with new technology and standards coming out in the hundreds every

month. What are you to do to keep up and make sure you site is converting the maximum amount of

sales? There are millions of webmasters, internet businesses, and sales pages on the internet with

thousand more popping up every day. What do you do to make sure you site stands out? Picture A Visitor

Coming To Your Site And At The Same Time Puling Up A Site Of One Of Your Competition...What Is

Going To Make Your Site Immediately Stand Out? That's a hard question for some people...but the

answer is here and it's called Note Pops! Note pops is a next generation pop up technology that is like

nothing you've ever seen before. I know you've seen a bunch of things that promise to increase your

conversion or books that promise to show you what makes people buy and nearly all of them have fallen

way short of what they promised... Note Pops Is Different Than Any Of The So Called Pop Up Generators

And Has A Built In Proof Display That Shows You That It's Increasing Your Response! No Promise Is

Stronger Than "Rock Solid" Proof! Why spend dozens of hours reading eBooks and using software

programs that may actually DECREASE your response which you can use a tested tool that WILL

increase your response? Note Pops Is A Proprietary Technology That Bypasses Pop Up Blockers And

Get's The Attention Of Every Visitor The Second They Get To Your Site! "Note Pops allowed me to

increase the response of my site by 15 times over the course of just on weekend. Now my site is

producing sales at a greater rate than I ever could have dreamed of"-Sean P., Cherokee Village, AR

That's what Note Pops did for just one person who used it over the weekend. Imagine what it could do for

you and the profits of your website if you used it for a month or 6 months! Note Pops Is A Brand New
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Technology Which Requires No Techie Knowledge On Your Part: You don't have to install any software

on your computer or server! It's easier to use than making a pot of coffee! Full support is available to you

24 hours a day if you have a question! What Exactly Does Note Pops Do? It Creates an unblockable note

pop over ad that gets attention right when a visitor hits your page! Let's you choose from dozens of

beautiful and eye catching templates via a point and click interface. Let's your preview your popup to

make sure it's EXACTLY what you want! Tracks how many times the popup was shown and how many

times a visitor clicked it! This is a brand new technology never offered before! Display's a beautiful stats

section so you know how your popup's are doing! Note Pops is incredibly robust and easy to use . You

get an amazing user interface that let's you: Easily manage, add, delete your popup's! Customize your

pop ups to match the theme of your site! Discover exactly which popup is generating the most sales!

Boosting The Sales Of Your Site And Your Overall Conversion Rate Ras NEVER Been As Easy As It Is

With Note Pops! Note Pops is your solution to making your site a cash producing monster. You'll be able

to put a popup on your site in minutes and watch the sales double, triple or even quadruple instantly!

Internet Marketing is changing and you need to keep up on the latest technology so you can extract the

maximum amount of cash from your website and your visitors. Now this technology cost me a pretty

penny to have developed and dozens of hours in development time. Note Pops is, after all, a beautiful

robust system that will run faithfully like a gassed robot forever without maintenance. How much do you

think would be a fair price for a proof pointing, conversion increasing system like Note Pops? $697?

Considering the possible increase in conversion and profits, that would be a bargain! But I'm going to

offer it to you for much less than that. More than 95 less than that to tell you the truth... I want to see your

site convert more sales than ever before and I'm willing to help you if you'll help me by providing a nice

letter of recommendation I can post on my website if, and ONLY if Note Pops increases your response...

So you get a multi-thousand dollar piece of software for a mere fraction of what it cost me to develop it

and I make a friend, a few bucks, and a future testimonial.
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